Mechanical signaling in a pulmonary microvascular endothelial cell monolayer.
The mechanical microenvironment of an endothelial cell includes a stable protein scaffold on the basal side, flowing blood on the apical side and contractile cells on the lateral sides. Interaction with the protein scaffold and flowing blood modulates the ability of endothelial cells to migrate, align and maintain barrier function. Interaction with neighbors provides the endothelial monolayer unique "collective" properties. However, the nature of local mechanical signaling - i.e., the local functional consequence of a cell interacting with its contractile neighbors - remains unclear. Using an advancing sheet of pulmonary microvascular endothelial cells, here we examine the mechanical properties of an individual cell and its neighboring region. By combining Monolayer Stress Microscopy (MSM) with a novel analysis, we assessed several mechanical properties of an individual cell and its neighboring region. Across the monolayer, mechanical properties of the neighboring region defined multicellular "subdivisions" wherein constituent cells were exposed to a similar mechanical microenvironment. Adjacent subdivisions were separated by a narrow interface where adjoining cells were exposed to remarkably different mechanical microenvironments. Comparison of temporal fluctuations in mechanical properties of individual cells and those of their neighboring regions suggested three distinct intercellular mechanical signaling processes. These processes indicated that change in size, shape and speed of individual cells is associated with change in contractile forces in their neighboring regions. In summary, we present a novel approach to assess the mechanical interactions of individual cells with their contractile neighbors and identify potential functional consequences of such interactions.